The Long Nordic Reformation

PROGRAMME

Tuesday 8 Dec 2015

Venue: Cal3, Calonia, University of Turku (Caloniankuja 3)

12–12.15 Opening

12.15–13 Session I: The Nordic Reformations
   Otfrid Czaika (Det teologiske menighetsfakultet, Oslo): Reformation in Denmark/Norway

13–13.15 Fruit & coffee break

13.15–15 Martin Bernström (University of Göteborg): Reformation in Sweden
   Simo Heininen (University of Helsinki): Reformation in Finland

15–15.30 Coffee (Kritiikki ry)

15.30–17.30 Session II: Nordic Counter-Reformation(s)
   Raisa Toivo (University of Tampere): Catholic Reformation in Lutheran Finland
   Anu Lahtinen (University of Turku): Representatives of Pope in Sweden

Wednesday 9 Dec 2015

Venue: Cal3, Calonia, University of Turku (Caloniankuja 3)

9–11 Session III: Saints, Pictures and Reformation
   Martin Wangsgaard Jürgensen (National Museum, Copenhagen): Rejuvenated Martyrs: Sacrifice, Sanctity and Lutheranism
   Elina Räsänen (University of Helsinki): Iconoclash in Finland: Transformations of the Catholic Objects

11–12.30 Lunch

12.30–14.00 Session IV: Monasteries and Reformation
   Kirsi Salonen (University of Turku): Escaping from Scandinavian Monasteries in Early 16th Century. A Sign of Pre-Reformation Critic against the Church?
   Johnny G.G. Jakobsen (University of Copenhagen): Dominicans and the Nordic Reformation

14.–14.15 Fruit & coffee break


15–16 Concluding discussion